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The geographical location of Delhi is 28038' N latitude,

zzotZ'U'tongitude with height above mea¡r sea lcvel 218
metres. The climaæ at Delhi is of composite in natu¡€
(Ref. 8). The climaæ is characterised mainly by three
s€ås<)ns, viz., hot-dry, warm-humid and cooldry with
long ransition perids in between these.

Experimental Investigation

D e scriptio n of T e st Room

As deailed in the paper by the autl¡or et al ßef. 9,10) lhû
test room is an unconditioned one located in the top floa
of a brick masoûy residential building in Delhi and the
plan of the same is shown in Fig. l. The construcrional
features are the same ¿u¡ given in the above mentioned
references. The thermophysical properties and valrrs of
coefficients of heat Fansfer used are the same as those
mentioned in the earlier paper (Ref. 9). Throughout the
test period, the test room remained closed except for the
need ¡o enter the room for the purposc of øking
measuremenc. An infilradon rate of 3 air changes per
hour had been considered based on the results obøined
frorn the sudy (Ref. l0,l l).

Prediction of Heat Flux b
Approximate Method in

Unconditioned Rooml

M. Srinivasa Reddy and S. Krishnamoorthy
Departnent of Civil Engineering,Indían Instituæ of Technology, New Delhi 110 016

Thß pryer amlyses th¿ relevance of an approximate nethod, using factors such as tinu-lag and
dccrement facnr; in the predÍction of heu flow of an unconditioned room. Tlu qproxirrute m¿tlrod,

for conditioned etwirowment, suggested by Koenigsberger et al (Ref. 8) h6 been nndífred suitable
for the wrottditioned envírownent and utilised in this arulysis. The theoretical arutysß ß suppned
by a case sndy, which ß a room in the top floor a mitístorq buildíng. Thc results show that the
approxínute method is bener in predicting the valu¿s of heat flow, bw involves less efort tlan tlu
aùnituncemcthod.

Introduction admittance methods of an uncmditioned room located in
the op floor of a brick ma¡¡onry residential building in
Delhi have been compared"

The flow of hcat into and out of the fabric of a building,
in reality, is dynamic bccause of the changing
envi¡onmenøl elements such as external air temperature,
solar radiation, humidity and wind. Therefore, analysis
and prediction of hourly, daily and seasonal building
performance should be based on dynamic considerations.
Thc basic principles of various methods used for
calculating cooling of heating loads have been reviewed
by Stephenson (Ref. l), Gupta (Ref. 2), Gupta et al @ef.
3), Þavies (Ref. 4), Givoni (Ref. 5), Clarke (Ref. 6) and
Frarcisco Arumi-Noe et al (Ref. 7). The calculation of
heat, if onc in a rigourous way, involves a lot of
complexity. The time and expense involved in the
calculation sometimes deter practising architects or
engineers from using such highly sophisticated
pnocedures to design or monitor the thermal performance
of the building.

This paper deals with the relevance of an approximate
method in predicting the heat flow in paticular, the
estimation of heating/cooling load, in an unconditioned
rmm, using empirical fabric performance factors such as

timelag and decrement fac¡or. The approximaæ method,
for conditioned environment, suggesæd by Koenigsberge.r
et al (Ref. 8), has been modified suitable for the
unconditioned environment and utilised in this study. An
application of this method is shown, in which the
measured and calculated heat fluxes by approximaæ and
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Irctrununntion
The densities ofdiffe¡ent surface heat fluxes have been
measured by using a Shotherm heat llow meter from
Showa Denko I(.K., Japan. Hourly observations of hea¡
llow ra¡es (attlre cenue of eæh surface) $,ere r€corded fc
a continuous period of Z ¡o 36 horus at a time, usualy
at least onoe a month.

Approximate Method

Koenigsberger eßal (Ref. 8) described periodic heat flow
rate through a building eleme¡¡t under the assumption of
cons¡ant indoor æmpera[ire (considered as a reasonable
approximation in con¡olled envirronments) as:

Q=AxUx (I¡¡-T¡)+l(ro-Tm)l O)

where tÞ and p arc the time-lag in hours and ¡he

decrement factor of a building element respectively. Tq

is the outdoor temperaturc O houn earlier in oC.

In equation (l), the time-lag has been considered as ¡l¡e
diffe¡ence betwecn tl¡e time of occurænce of peak indoor

temperature and that of outdoor temperatufe or the
difference between the time of occurence.of minimum
hdoc ternperanue and th¡t of outdoor temperanrc, due to
a specific building ,clement. Similarly,:for I,giyen
building element, ¡he decrement facþr or.ampliurde
attenuation has also been considsed as the ratio of'the
maximum indoor and outdoor temperaturc.amplibrdes
taken hom the daily mean (Ref. 8).

The values of time-lag (function of densiry and varying
thiclness) a¡d the values of decrement factor (function of
thictorcss) fa differe¡t varielies of constrr¡ction have been
suggested in the liæratr¡re (Ref. 8).and the same have
been adqted while using the equation (1).

In the present study, it hæ been observed from the
reccded temperanue data, for a period of one year, meân
external and mea¡l internal air æmperatuf€s are ncarly the
same for the room under test (Ref. ll). From tl¡e
recorded dat4 it is observed fhat, generally, during sæady
cyclic periods, the difference between mean exteí¡al and
mean inærnal air unperanres did not exceed 2.@C. To
take tl¡is aspect in 1o consideration, the equation (l) is
approximated based on the model suggested by D'Cruz
and Radford (Ref. l2). The deøils in rhe approximarion
æ:

' : I : i:':'ii::¡:i:::':;::ì?ì(i:;lìii::_::
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The mean heat flow by conduction heat gain or loss
through a opaque surfæe is given by

AxUxCImo-TmÐ Q)

The variation from the mean heat flow at ti¡ne t is

AxUxpxCIO-Tmd €)

Thus the ætual rate of heat flow at a time t is obtained
by summing the equations (2) and (3).

M¡rc¡ l99l

ic.,Q=AxUx (Tmo-TmÐ+¡r(fq-Tmo)l e)

Values of time.lag and decrement fætor for individr¡al
ele¡nents have been obtained from the relationships
suggesred by Koenigsberger er a¡ (Ref. 8). Apart from
the trcat flow due to conductiol¡, a convective heat flow
with 3 air changes per hour had been added for the
comparison with tl¡e measr¡red valr¡es of heat flow and
pr€dbted values of hear flow by tl¡e admiua¡rce method"
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The calculated conduction heat flux values have been
augmented with the heat flow due o infiltration of tluee
qr¡ c-hanSq per hour. A sample calculation is giren in
the Appendix.

Admittance Method

The Admi¡once Method, developed ar B.R.E, U.K.,
basically co¡lsis¡s of nvo pans. Tñe first one is'the 24

Results
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Conclusion

warm-humid, and 2(e) to 2(0 to cool-dry seasons
respectively. The agreernent between the measured values
of heat flow and those obained by an approximaæ
method is good. Iß shows the approximate method is
eqr¡alty good in prredicting the values of heat flow but in a
quick manner. It is also noted that on some days the
approximate method predics better than the admittance
method. Since heat flux estimates are rcquired for
estimating cooling/heating loads when the buildings are
sought to b€ conditioned, the approximate method
suggested by Koenigsberger et al predicts reasonably
accufately swh heat flows.

8. O.H. Koenigsberger, T.G. Ingersoll, Alân lvfayhew
of Tropical Housing
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Temperature: An Experimental Investigation.
Architcctu¡al Scíence Review, Vol. 33 (f990), pp.
69-75.

ll.

Technology, New Delhi 1988.

12. A.D. Radford and N.A. D'Cnz: A Multicriæria
Model for Building Performance and Design.
Building and Envirownent, Yol. LL (198Ð, No. 3,
pp.167-179.
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List of Symbols
rrurüentary

Q = , .., heat flow rate in W

A = area in m2

[J= Íansmittiance,W/mhC

Tm = daily mean or¡t{oor temperaûrrc, oC

Ti = indoor æmperaue (constant), oC

T0 = o¡tdoa (sol-air) temp€ratue 0 houn ealier, oC

S = time-lag in hor¡n

t¡= decrementfaclm

T¡g -'lâily mear¡ outdoor temperau¡r€, rc

T¡¡ =d¿¡¡y r*, indoø æmperatu¡e, oC
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This snrdy helped in arriving at a conclusion thaÇ for an
unconditioned building with a high thermal damping
sysfem (where, in goeral,
is equal o the mean inside
situations) a rigourous
necessary in calculating the treat flow loads.

F. An¡mi-Noe and G.\lr. Cros:l{¡ Ovewicw of tlu7
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